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CAP
Going over on demand. Old 
habits are hard to break - 
though this one was just 
for fun.

¡MORRIS PARK    CREW !

June/July 2009 Issue 2                                    In This Issue:
C A P  1 

The demise of 
graffiti as we knew 
it. MPC denounces 
all that he did and 
stood for. 

C A P  M P C . . . S E T T I N G  T H E  R E C O R D  S T R A I G H T .

“Yo, is this the real MPC ... where’s CAP?” 

are two questions rolled into one that we’re 

constantly bombarded with since jumping back 

onto the scene in late 2007. 

We answer, “Yes, we are ‘real’ MPC – 

original members who started the crew in 1977, 

the first generation to put it up and get it out 

onto the streets of the Bronx and subways of 

New York City. CAP came later on.” 

We usually get a mixed reaction. Younger 

writers who were not born yet or either in 

diapers, sucking on their thumbs or entering 

kindergarten when Style Wars came out, usually 

respond with something to the effect of “that’s 

nice.” 

When others discover that CAP wasn’t at 

the helm of MPC since its inception (i.e., its 

creator and original President, but just another 

member), a wave of shock and disbelief rises 

through their responses like vapors from a hot 

cup of coffee, though they don’t verbalize it. 

We don’t blame them. CAP rarely, if ever, 

talked about and gave credit to, MPC’s founding 

members. His still doesn’t. That aside, MPC has 

been around for three decades and is still going 

strong (though you would never know it) – in 

great part because of CAP.

However, today, there’s no denying that 

Morris Park Crew is ill-represented in the annals 

of graff history, goes greatly ignored and, 

amazingly, those three simple letters: M-P-C, 

have become a pejorative all on their own. 

Consequently, MPC is chided and hated by 

everyone who is anyone in the graff world (that 

is, those who matter!) ... because of CAP. 

There lies the rub. And this is where we, the 

original members, are setting the record straight. 

Photo: Discipline New York ‘Writer’s Strike/
CAP [MPC]’ www.flickr.com/photos/discipline/
2399725624/ 1 May 2009.

http://www.flickr.com/photos/discipline/2399725624/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/discipline/2399725624/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/discipline/2399725624/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/discipline/2399725624/
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As most know, CAP is credited with 

starting the biggest, most damaging and longest 

lasting cross out war in graffiti’s history in New 

York City during the 1980s. CAP wrecked 

beautiful burners and destroyed magnificent 

whole cars – all under the banner of MPC. 

It almost seems ridiculous having to bring 

this up more than 20 years later, but by late 

1983, a majority, if not all, original MPC 

members were off the scene as CAP went on his 

rampage. And our peers who lived during those 

days – many who were victims of CAP’s cross 

out campaign – still seethe with anger and suffer 

a bitter aftertaste of all things MPC till this day. 

After recently watching Style Wars 

ourselves and seeing the footage and flicks of all 

the beautiful pieces CAP went over (some 

posted throughout this newsletter), we are 

vexed, too. 

 At this point we know this is going to draw 

a line down the middle and possibly end 

friendships with present MPC members brought 

in by CAP, but we never did and still don’t 

approve, admire, or respect, but oppose what 

CAP did and what he stood for. 

It’s sad that under his assumed direction, 

MPC became known as nothing but a 

disrespectful bombing crew intent on destroying 

other writer’s work to gain fame, because they 

themselves, like CAP, had no artistic talent. 

Unfortunately, that’s what many writers still think 

of MPC. However, that’s not how MPC started, 

and isn’t how MPC is going to end. 

(Of course there were talented writers in 

the crew – which we hope to interview some of 

them in the future – like DES, ELF [RIP], BEM, 

ACEPT, and CAVS to name a few. But CAP’s 

negativity far outweighed and overshadowed 

their artistic abilities and ambitions. CAP’s 

philosophy of “more ... not the biggest and the 

beautifullest,” insured and inspired little artistic 

expression).

“I’m not a graffiti artist, I’m a 
graffiti bomber.” ~ CAP, Style Wars

He wasn’t kidding when he said that back 

in ’84. So it should be no surprise that In MPC, 

CAP was considered a talentless writer, though 

an ambitious one. By evidence of his “art” work 

in 2009, he hasn’t progressed any in 30 years. 

Check out this 

gem (left).

And the one up 

top.

This fact 

implicates him – 

which many 

have suspected all along – with the real reason 

he went over people: he was a toy who wanted 

fame but couldn’t burn writers like BLADE, 

COMET, KELL, SKEME, DONDI, MIN and a host 

of others to achieve it – not because he was 

taking his boys’ back, as he claimed.

In fact, MPC had no serious beef with any 

writers or crews before CAP started 

indiscriminately going over people.

No doubt, he bombed. No one can or 

wants to take that away from him. Had he 

thought clearly back then, he could have went 

down in graff history as the incredible bomber 

that he was (though not the only one) without 

ever having gone over anyone. No shame in that 

(and no shame for MPC). But he didn’t. 

  

Friends turned to enemies 
One of the foulest things CAP did was go 

over fellow MPC member and close friend, SHY 

147 (RIP). SHY’s escapades with SLIP 3, ROCK 

161 and KASS went well-beyond graff. Of 

course, once CAP went over him, SHY teamed 

up with other writers and repped other crews (as 

CAP over KELL
Photo: Internet

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 6)
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EARLY ¡MORRIS PARK CREW! 2008 - 2009

COLT 1 (RIP) 1980

SLIP 3, ROCK 161 1980

COLT, SLIP 1980

COLT Canvas by SLIP 3

SLIP spray paint on canvas 

SLIP, ACE wall by SLIP 

COLT, SLIP on board
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CAP over DEZ

CAP over DONDI

When DONDI’S pieces 
rolled by everyone 
took notice. Simple 
letters, beautiful 
colors and 
characters on point. 
To see it dissed by 
someone in our crew 
is heartbreaking. 
Dez, too, pumped out 
beautiful pieces 
like this one gone 
over by CAP. MPC had 
no beef with either 
DONDI, DEZ or CEY 
SKEME, CASE and DURO 
(below) before CAP.  

Photo: 12ozProphet (www.12ozprophet.com/forum/showthread.php?t=122446&page=97 5 May 2009. 

Photo: YouTube http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=66N3vRQgxuY&feature=related

http://www.12ozprophet.com/forum/showthread.php?t=122446&page=97
http://www.12ozprophet.com/forum/showthread.php?t=122446&page=97
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=66N3vRQgxuY&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=66N3vRQgxuY&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=66N3vRQgxuY&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=66N3vRQgxuY&feature=related
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Photo: SubwayOutlaws http://www.subwayoutlaws.com/Hot110/hot110%20part3.htm  
7 May 2009. 

Photo: YouTube http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=66N3vRQgxuY&feature=related

CAP over 
SHY and DURO CIA 

whole car

CAP over 
CASE 2 TFP

http://www.subwayoutlaws.com/Hot110/hot110%20part3.htm
http://www.subwayoutlaws.com/Hot110/hot110%20part3.htm
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=66N3vRQgxuY&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=66N3vRQgxuY&feature=related
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others would do too, later on). We don’t 

blame him (or them).  

Min 1 said it best, “That’s unforgivable 

action.” 

Someone’s gettin’ gone over
In the graff life, a scuffle with another 

writer was bound to happen on occasion but 

was squashed quickly. No writer wanted their 

hard work gone over perpetually. However, 

CAP made no real attempt at squashing beef, 

but thrived on creating more. 

Perhaps forgiveness could have been 

easier had CAP made amends over the years.

But since CAP didn’t, a hatred for MPC 

persists till this day. It’s easy to understand 

too, why former MPC members who were 

recruited by CAP and teamed up with him 

during the “war days,” come across as 

boasting, even proud having gone over so 

many people. 

Victory in any game is sweet, but at what 

cost? An honest inventory will show it cost 

MPC its integrity and rightful place in graff 

history along with friendships past and 

present.

The bottom line is that CAP went over 

writers and crews that MPC respected, was 

affiliated with in some way, or knew 

personally.  

Demise of N.Y. graff 
Some argue that CAP is responsible for 

the digression of graffiti after “CAP MPC v 

The World.” Trains went from a museum of 

rolling artwork to tags scribbled in ink. 

Pictures, particularly those when the trains 

were painted white, bear this out. 

Some say he also ruined the opportunity 

for the next generation of writers to paint 

trains and see others artwork flow through the 

city, since those who could really piece would 

no longer do so in fear of having their art work 

gone over. 

CAP over SHY 147                                                                        CAP over SKEME

CAP over CEY
Photo: http://www.subwayoutlaws.com/Hot110/hot110%20part3.htm 7 May 2009.

Photo: Henry Chalfant Subway Art Photo: Internet

Photo: 12ozProphet http://www.12ozprophet.com/forum/
showthread.php?t=116828

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2)
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CAP over a wall of burners CAP over a vintage BLADE 

CAP over ?

Photo: internet
Photo: Henry Chalfant 
Style Wars.

Photo: SubwayOutlaws http://www.subwayoutlaws.com/Hot110/hot110%20part3.htm

Photo: YouTube http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=66N3vRQgxuY&feature=related

CAP over ? 

CAP leading the charge over QUICK RTW

BLADE and COMET are 
credited with doing 
blockbuster 
productions in order 
to completely cover 
someone else’s work if 
no room were 
available. That’s 
because they, as most, 
understood and 
respected the 
unwritten rules of 
graff: a throw-up can 
go over a tag and a 
burner over a throw-
up. Never the other 
way around –  unless 
purposely wanting to 
diss someone. But what 
if you couldn’t do a 
burner? Then you’d 
make sure your throw-
up was so big it 
covered who you were 
going over! However, 
all the rules - and 
respect - went out the 
window with CAP.  

http://www.subwayoutlaws.com/Hot110/hot110%20part3.htm
http://www.subwayoutlaws.com/Hot110/hot110%20part3.htm
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=66N3vRQgxuY&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=66N3vRQgxuY&feature=related
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MPC legacy? 
CAP created and perpetuated a cross-out culture worldwide. Now 

when someone’s work is crossed out, he or she has been “capped.” The 

cross-out culture shows no respect for art or graffiti as a whole – just as 

CAP didn’t throughout his graff career.  

 “I like CAP,” says one person on a YouTube video of CAP going over 
people, “he do his thing and don't care about the rest...Respect! Hating is 
the real deal, keep hating and destroyinʼ shit, l love it !”  

Another person agrees: “Not everyone cares about piecing. Some 
people think it's boring as shit, me included. A king doesn't have to be able 
to piece, a king just has to destroy shit. And that's what CAP did, fuck shit 
up.” 

Comments like these show the ignorance about graffiti that CAP 
fostered and role-modeled for young aspiring writers who might have little 
artistic ability to begin with. Why work hard at honing your skills when “itʼs 
boring as shit” and all you have to do is “destroy shit” (other peopleʼs work) 
and keep “hating”?  This is the legacy and mentality CAP can be proud of. 

BREAK-OFF CREWS
Twenty-five years later, we have writers who came through MPC but 

who eventually started their own crews in order to distance themselves 

from CAP’s negativity. COPE 2 started Kings Destroy (KD); DES started 

Kings Taking Control (KTC) - these guys were mainly from Morris Park; 

CAVS started Subway Vandals (SV) and POVE started Graffiti Unlimited 

(GU). It’s interesting, though. Writers down with MPC will proudly rep the 

crew when CAP is around or when going over someone, but rarely when 

piecing with other crews. That’s because embarrassment still lingers!

Today
Multiple attempts have been made to reunite the crew to no avail.  

Why? We think SKEME summed it up best 25 years ago in Style Wars: 

“He’s a jealous toy....” 

Top three photos: 12ozProphet www.12ozprophet.com “CAP” 
thread.

Photo: SubwayOutlaws www.subwayoutlaws.com/Hot110/
Hot110.htm

http://www.12ozprophet.com
http://www.12ozprophet.com
http://www.subwayoutlaws.com/Hot110/Hot110.htm
http://www.subwayoutlaws.com/Hot110/Hot110.htm
http://www.subwayoutlaws.com/Hot110/Hot110.htm
http://www.subwayoutlaws.com/Hot110/Hot110.htm
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BRONX 2008: CAP OVER ORIGINAL MPC PRES AND PARTNER COLT 1 (RIP) ON THE SLY? 

MPC Newsletter
This newsletter is intended to give some 

history of the crew, mixed with some 

present going-ons, chit-chatter, opinion and 

observation. Since the crew spans over 3 

decades, we’ll do our best to get snippets 

and interviews of pre-1983 members and all 

those who followed after – there are many!   

Comments? Questions? Ideas?
If you have any stories, comments, 

questions, ideas, or just want to share your 

thoughts, drop us a line:

morrisparkcrew@gmail.com

¡ MORRIS PARK CREW !
www.myspace.com/slipkidbxny

www.myspace.com/ace5mpc

Photo: SLIP 3 ‘Back to the Bronx’ http://www.myspace.com/
slipkidbxny 8 May 2009

Photo: Keep Taking Chances ‘Walls’ www.myspace.com/
killstraincars 2 May 2009. 

Photo: LoisinWonderland ‘Bronx Graffiti’ www.flickr.com/
photos/loisstavsky/3404843945 27 April 2009.

CAP makes it out to the wall the following 
day and has others put up his name above the 
SLIP and COLT. SLIP shows up to a tense 
scene and hangs for a bit. It’s cold and 
rainy, SLIP leaves them to painting.  

SLIP supposed to meet up with CAP and others 
to paint wall at Bolton street. CAP can’t make 
it. SLIP does piece in memory of his partner, 
COLT 1 (RIP) and dedicates piece to all MPC 
members who have died. BLADE and a bunch of 
other old-school writers come to hang for a 
impromptu reunion. 

After SLIP is back in New Mexico: 
❝Someone crossed out the SLIP and COLT, so I 
rolled over it,❞ says CAP during a phone 
conversation with another MPC member. 
At some point a bunch of folk then do throw-ups 
over the roll over and tag “CAPZ” over a SLIP 
tag. The pieces up top never get touched. 

C’mon, give us a break. You’d have to be a 
dumb ass not to get this one. Again, jealousy 
and insecurity at its best. Way to go CAP.

mailto:morrisparkcrew@gmail.com
mailto:morrisparkcrew@gmail.com
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